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Timber frame
Over 20% of all new homes are timber frame,
with many of those accounted for by self builders.
Chris Bates reveals why it’s such a popular option

I
Below: Lochdhu Cottages supplied the timber frame
for this 161m2, larch-clad home. The 145mm openpanel system was fitted with 120mm of Kingspan
insulation on site. The pre-fab kit, which cost £49,800
excluding erection, included elements such as prehung door sets, factory-glazed windows, cladding
and decking. Prices start from £15,700 for a twobedroom, timber-clad granny annexe

f you’re looking for a quick and costeffective route to a comfortable, ecofriendly home, timber frame could be the
perfect choice. The industry is very much
geared up to cater for individuals looking to
create ‘custom homes’, with a variety of
package options available to suit all manner
of potential self builders.
Modern, factory-manufactured frames are
precise panellised components, which means
they’re quick to assemble on site. A timber
frame can be made weathertight in as little as
five days, whereupon first fix work can begin
immediately, alongside the erection of
external cladding. There’s no risk of internal
joinery being affected by wet mortar or
plaster, so time savings keep adding up over
the course of a build.

The fact that the panels are prefabricated
means good levels of insulation and accurate
air tightness detailing are straightforward to
achieve. A timber frame home should easily
meet Building Regs requirements for energy
efficiency. In fact, many firms’ standard
designs will exceed the bare essentials laid
out in Part L (based on Code for Sustainable
Homes level 3) and offer an affordable route
to higher levels of the Code. The very best eco
standards, such as Passivhaus and zerocarbon living, are also eminently achievable.

Design flexibility
It’s still a common misconception that timber
frame homes only come in the traditional,
wood-clad variety. In fact, pretty much any
design – classic or contemporary – is possible.
Many homes that appear to be of ‘solid’ brick
and block construction, for example, are in
fact timber frames finished with an external
leaf of brick, stone, hung tiles, render or
engineered ‘brick slip’ cladding.
Common design routes include using an
architect or architectural technologist
experienced in self build and timber frame,
or opting for an in-house service from a
manufacturer. Alternatively, some firms offer
off-the-shelf designs, which can be tailored to
suit your requirements.
Bespoke frames can be made to suit almost
any scale and arrangement – with elements
such as structural steels or glulam beams
introduced to carry high loads. The only limits
are likely to be your budget, the size of home
you need and any conditions imposed by
your local planning department.
You’ll need to nail down key design details,
such as wall thickness, fenestration positions
and floorplans, before manufacture begins.
Once the panels are fabricated, there’s little
opportunity for economical modification –
especially if you choose the closed-panel
route (more on this later).

Choosing a build route
One of the great things about timber frame is
that it lends itself to a wide variety of self build
‘package’ design and build methods. In other
words, you get to choose your level of
involvement with the project.
Most companies will require you to arrange
the groundworks and foundations, after
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In detail
open panel
wall section

Build sequence timber frame
This project by English Brothers shows the key stages
in constructing an open panel timber frame

Brickwork

Timber sole
plates are
fixed to the
foundations,
ready to accept
the panels

Wall ties
Banding to indicate
stud location
Breather membrane
OSB board
Insulation
Double sole plate

The factorymanufactured
open panels are
delivered by the
lorry load and
craned onto site

Cavity between internal
leaf and cladding
Damp proof
membrane

Right: This illustration by
English Brothers depicts a
typical open panel frame
with brick cladding, atop
a beam and block floor
which there are several options for getting the
frame up. You might opt for a timber kit on a
supply-only basis, to be erected by you or
your contractors. Most manufacturers,
however, operate a supply and erect service
as standard, which can give peace of mind in
terms of reaching weathertight.
From there you can either go
Looking for
down the self-finish route (by
a package
using your own contractors
builder? See
our directory to complete the house and
on page 82
possibly project managing
the process yourself) or retain
the timber frame company until
completion (a ‘turnkey’ service).
Which route you choose to go down will be
determined by factors such as your budget,
the amount of time you can dedicate to the
project and whether you have the skills to
tackle parts of the build on a DIY basis.

Wall panel options
In the UK, there are two main forms of
conventional timber frame – open panel and
closed panel. Open versions are manufacted
with structural studwork, external sheathing
and a breather membrane in place. Insulation,
services and internal boarding must therefore
be fitted on site before first fix work can begin
(though some hybrid open panels come with
insulation pre-fitted). Services can usually be
run through the studwork, which helps to
keep wall thickness to a minimum.
Naturally, carrying out this work on site
involves extra time and labour costs, though
it does offer a degree of flexibility during

construction and the opportunity to get
hands-on if you’re confident in your skills.
Closed panels work on a similar basis, but
are manufactured to a much higher level of
prefabrication. The panels arrive on site with
insulation already installed, sheathed on both
sides (with OSB or plasterboard internally)
and feature a battened-out void for services
(this adds 25mm or more to the panel depth).
Door and window linings are often already
installed, and some Scandinavian systems
even come with the fenestration fully fitted.
Closed panel systems are even quicker to
erect on site than open versions, and the fact
they’re prefabricated to such a high degree
can boost energy efficiency, for example
through more predictable levels of air
tightness and reduced chance of gaps in
insulation due to human error or ‘sagging’.
However, you’ll have even less opportunity to
make minor alterations during construction
and up front costs for the frame will be higher.
Both open and closed panels are typically
around 2,400mm high to suit plasterboard
sizes and come in widths of around 2,400mm,
although this varies according to the design.
Thickness is determined by your insulation
specification and the appropriate stud sizes
(140mm studs are now common, but
alternatives are available). Other components
that will be priced into most packages include
ground and first floor structures, internal
partitions and trussed roof constructions.
Some companies offer innovative systems,
usually designed with the aim of hitting even
better levels of energy efficiency. Frame g

The ground floor
walls are erected
and insulation is
installed in situ

Once the external
walls and internal
partitions are up,
the first floor
structure can be
installed

The first floor
walls are erected
and roof plates
fitted to provide
a secure fixing
for the trusses

The house reaches
weathertight, with
the roof felted and
walls sheathed
with a breather
membrane
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